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Overview
At first, I wanted to do a cut and paste or dada inspired poster, but figured that     
could be difficult for meeting the tight dead-
line for the project on making a poster for a 
movie of my choice. Cut and paste posters for 
movies are rare, but after viewing the exhibit: 
How Posters Work at the Cooper Hewitt, I saw 
how diverse poster design can be. 

Choosing the film was tricky, since there were 
several movies I wanted to try to make a  post-
er for. The film would also influence the kind of 
design I would have to make. At the final stage, 
I was satisfied with how the poster came out. 
There were many ways to do it, but I found the 
“Focus” approach to be the best way to capture 
the essence and the dynamic of an almost 
forgotten animated film.



First Notes & Mind Map; 
Movies to choose from; brief of the film, including summary and 
elements in the film. Word and image association. Chosen film - Golgo 
13: The Professional (1983, Japan) 



Mood Board:
All things Golgo 13.



Thumbnail Iterations; 

First round of preliminary drafts, sketches and notes.



Rough Drafts:
Second level draft comps on 8x11” sketchbook paper.



Final Comps:
Chosen comps for poster on 14x17” Ledger bond.



Final Poster:
Playful, less pretentious 
imagery and composition which 
captures both the persona of 
the main character and the 
tone in the anime (film: The 
Professional) itself.

Instead of showing Golgo 13 
in action as a protagonist, 
he is alternatively seen here 
discreetly as just about any 
common character, in an 
up-close headshot.

There was also an indirect 
inspiration from the recent 
Mad Men poster Milton Glaser 
created for that series.



References:
Scenes from film and considered stock imagery 
for poster.


